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Abstract. Westudy theeffectsof tipstructureon imagesjnatomicforcemicroscopybyusing 
aperiodicforce field fitted toab-inirioforcecalculations. ‘Ideal’imagesraolvingthesample 
atoms can be oblained with stable and atomically sherp tips in the repulsive range. In 
the weakly attractive range protrusions may occur at locations different from the atomic 
positions, Multiatom tips usually yield distorted images in which only the size and the shape 
of the sample unit cell is conserved. Rotation of a blunt tip or a finite flake lattice-matched 
to the sample causes stripes to form. Similar patterns can also appear for incommensurate 
sample-tip (or flake) systems. 
The invention of atomic force microscopy (AFM) by Binnig, Quate and Gerber [l] 
constitutes a powerful tool for use either alone or combined with scanning tunnelling 
microscopy (STM) [Z] in the analysis of surface structure [3]. In addition, it has a close 
bearing on STM operating at small tip-sample separation, where tip-sample interaction 
effects become crucial [4]. For example, the elastic deformation of the probing tip in the 
attractive force range modulates the tunnelling current and modifies the apparent 
corrugationobtained by SM. The transition from the tunnelling to the quantum ballistic 
regime in electron transport can be traced in the curve of the force or force gradient 
versus tipsample distance [2, 41. The major advantage of AFM lies in the fact that the 
interpretation of the images does not require a detailed knowledge of the electronic 
structure of the sample. It was commonly assumed that the force variation is primarily 
determined by the repulsive interaction which is, in turn, proportional to the electronic 
charge density of the free surface, p,(ro). Atomic resolution has so far been achieved 
with repulsive forces of to lo-* N in the case of graphite [SI. There are, however, 
several issues which are controversial and require a deeper analysis. For instance, apart 
from the image of a honeycomb lattice, different image patterns (such as various stripes 
or‘everyotheratom’images) canalso beobtainedforgraphite surfaces[6]. In  particular, 
it is not obvious that AFM is sensitive enough to distinguish two different atomic sites in 
the (0001) plane. Moreover, strong repulsive forces measured [SI appear sufficient to 
induce irreversible (plastic) deformations [7-91. Even if the outermost tip atom is within 
range of the repulsive force, the tip atoms at the back of the apex lie either in the strongly 
attractive or in decreasingly attractive force range, In addition, the sum of the weak 
attractive van der Waals forces being exerted on the atoms further away is uncorrugated 
but may be large owing to the forces’ longer range. Therefore the repulsive forces acting 
on the atoms at the apex of the tip are always underestimated [lo]. The situation becomes 
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even morecomplicated when thedeformationofthe tipand the internalforcesgenerated 
therein are taken into account. 
In a recent study based on a first principles calculation it was shown that the ion-ion 
repulsion dominates the force on the outermost tip atom in the repulsive and strongly 
attractive range (4, lo]. This means that the tip images the sample ions if the force on 
the apex dominates the total tip force. The AFM images can only be related to the total 
charge density of the bare sample when the tipscans in the weak attractive range. In this 
range the potential barrier between the surface and tip is finite and the force corrugation 
isnegligible [4]. The differenceof one or twoordersof magnitude between the measured 
tip forcc and that calculated for the outermost atom was explained by a thin con- 
tamination layer, or by a flake of graphite, which is dragged along with the tip [9,11]: A 
similar situation can also arise if the tip is flat [9,10]. Recent simulations by molecular 
dynamics, however, demonstrated that tips with several outermost atoms hinder reso- 
lutionoftheatomsandyieldimages thatstronglydependon the structure andorientation 
of the tip[9]. The appearance of the stripesin some AN imagesof graphite was attributed 
to a graphite Bake which is rotated with respect to the graphite sample [7]. 
Clearly, the AFM images are strongly dependent on the shape and character of the 
tip, whereas the actual atomic structure of the tip itself is uncertain, and Cannot easily 
be accessed experimentally. Currently, this seems to be the most serious limitation of 
AFM and it prevents us from a reliable simulation of the observed AFM images based on 
the calculations of force. In this report we investigate the effect of the shape of the tip 
on the AFM images. We consider various plausible tip structures which are typical to 
AFM, and perform a Fourier analysis [ 121 for the forces generated between these probing 
tips and the sample. The images constructed from these forces yield quite generic 
patterns. The analysis of the patterns allows us to draw conclusions of general validity 
and provides insight to the interpretation of images obtained from AFM. In this respect, 
the present study iscomplementary toourearlierwork, whichdealt with themicroscopic 
aspects of the tipsample interactions [4, lo], as well as to studies which used pair 
potentials [8,9, 13, 141. 
We consider a periodic force field, from which the force acting on a tip can be 
obtained. This is a reasonable approximation if the tip is prevented from inducing 
plastic deformations or hysteric displacements of atoms which irreversibly destroy the 
periodicity of the sample. Furthermore, we assume that the force is additive as in the 
case of forces derived from pair potentials (8,141. This is valid if the tip is made from an 
inert material and if the form factors of atomic forces are estimated from a multiatom 
tip. We believe that deviations from the additivity can be tolerated as long as our 
objective is to reveal the effect of the tip structure rather than to perform a rigorous 
calculation of the tip force. This approximation allows us to extract the structure effects 
from the final force expression. The normal component of the force on a particular tip 
atom is given by 
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The lateral position of the tip atom is determined with respect to the lattice (and thus to 
the lattice vectorsR,.R,) of the sample surface by p = xR, + yR,, and its height from 
the surface is z. The indices of the form factors, f h k ,  specify the reciprocal lattice vector 
Ghk = hGI + kG, from which they are derived. If we consider a tip of N I , ,  x N2,, unit 
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Figure 1. Description ofparametersrelatingtipstructure tosamplesurface. R andR' are the 
Bravais lattice vectors for the sample surface and the tip, respectively. 
cells in a given layer I ,  the perpendicular component of the total tip force is obtained by 
adding the individual atomic forces given by equation (1) 
FJ. = 2 S N I . I ( ~ L ) S N ~ . I  (q2) 2 exp{2ni[h(xl f x p )  -t k(y/ +Yp)l}f~.hk(~/). ( 2 )  
I hk F E /  
Here, p denotes basis atoms in the tip unit cell in a given layer I .  Their positions (x,,, y p ,  
zI) are defined relative to the vectors R I  and RI. The structural factors S N ! , /  and SN2 I
contain information regarding the Bravais vectors of the tip and sample unit cells and 
their relative orientation. The above expression can also be applied when the tip layers 
are not parallel to the sample surface. In this case, SNl,,,and S,,82:2.1 disappear and the 
summation over layers is replaced by the summation over individual tip atoms. 
The distortionofthe 'ideal'imagesformultiatom tipscan be analysed by investigating 
the dependence of SNI,, and SNz,I  on the tipsample geometry. The latter have the usual 
functional dependence, SN(x) = sin(Nm)/sin(m), on their arguments. q, and q, are 
expressed in terms of the geometrical parameters as: 
q, = GhX .Ri/2z = s,[h cos q + (kR,/R2 - hcosqo)sin q/sinqo] (34 
(36) 
q ~ = G h ~ . R ? / ~ = s Z [ k c o s ( g ,  + A V )  
- (h Rz/Ri - kcos qo)  sin(q + Aq)/sin qO] 
where sI and s2 are the ratios of the Lengths of Bravais vectors of the tip and sample. qo 
and (qo + Ap)  are the anglesdefined by the sample and tipunit cells, respectively, and 
q is the rotation angle of the tip unit cell with respect to the sample unit cell. These 
structural parameters that appear in the present analysis are described in figure 1.  It is 
seen that the tip and sample structures enter into S N 1 , ,  y d  SNZ,(  in a complicated way. 
Nevertheless, it is possible to extract useful conclusions directly from equations (2) and 
(3) assuming that the tip unit cell contains only one basis atom, and thus, that all the 
effects causing the distortion of images are sought in SN and SNz,l. For example, 
S , ( q )  = 1 for all y indicates that the AFM images obtained& an atomically sharp tip 
(with a single atom at its apex) are not distorted, as expected. Also, for any N one finds 
ISN(n)[ = NandSN(m/N) = 0 if n is any integer andm is an integerwhich is not amultiple 
of N .  Hence, depending on the geometry, some Fourier components of the force field 
may stay undistorted while some may be totally depressed in the total force expression. 
On the other hand, the average total tip force (corresponding to h = k = 0) is inde- 
pendent of the structure factors and always becomes equal to the average force for a 
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single atom times the number of atoms in a given layer summed over 1. Usually, the 
arguments 1/, will not be equal to an integer or to a rational number. An upper bound 
(JS,(q)l/N)' < 11 + tan2(.z/N)]/[l + N 2  tan*(.z/N)] 
with the condition that q is not closer than 1 / N  to an integer can be derived for the 
general case. For example, for N 3 this value is smaller than 0.45. This implies that 
for a blunt tip or flake with large N,,, x N2.f the average total tip force is multiplied by 
the number of atoms facing the sample at the same height, whereas the total force 
corrugation cannot be enhanced in the same way. Earlier, a similar situation was pointed 
out for the lateral conservative tip forces [15]. 
By considering special tip structures it is also possible to deduce some useful rules 
regarding to the distortion of images. First we consider the effect of the rotat.ion of the 
tip with respect to the sample. For a linear tip (NI,, = 1, N2.f # I), only S N Z J  is different 
from unity, providing weighted sums of the Fourier components; this will lead to 
lowering of the image symmetry, and formation of some zig-zag-like shapes. However, 
for a flake or blunt tip (NI,/, N2,,# 1) both S N 1  I and S N Z , /  will cause different scalings, 
and thus only some of the symmetrically equivalent Fourier components will contribute 
to the force and yield stripe-like features in the images. On the other hand, since s1 or 
s2 only enters in one of the structural factors SN,,/ or  SN2, /  in equation (3), while the 
rotation angle q appears simultaneously, the elongation or contraction of the tip in one 
direction is more likely to induce some zig-zag-like distortions. 
In what follows, we will construct AFM images from the expression given in equation 
(Z), and illustrate the effects originating from the structure of the probing tip. To this 
end, we consider different tip-sample systems, i.e., graphite sample and aluminium tip, 
and aluminium sample and aluminium tip, for which the variations of the force on a 
single tip atom as a function of the tipsample separation, FL(z) were obtained from ab- 
initio force calculations using the HeUman-Feynman theorem within the local density 
approximation (4, IO]. The force curves calculated for individual tip atoms at the special 
positions above the sample surface (top (T) and hollow (H) sites) are fitted to Morse- 
type pair potentials expressed by 
u(~) = uo(e-2('-ro)/a - 2e-V-4/9 
so an analytical form for F,(p, z) is obtained from the gradient of the superposition of 
these potentials. Certainly, this Morse potential with two parameters does not provide 
enough freedom to obtain a rigorous fit and, in particular, underestimates the force 
corrugation between the T and H sites. However, it provides a simple analytical 
expression for the force curve to allow extrapolation over the sample unit cell and 
construction of the periodic force field. We believe that the force field obtained by this 
procedure is adequate to explain various geometry effects. The parameters of the Morse 
potential fitted to theforcecurvesobtainedfromab-initiocalculations are U, = 0.24 eV, 
ro = 2.91 8, and a = 0.88 8, for the AI-A1 system and U. = 0.053 eV, ro = 2.74 8, and 
a = 0.42 A for the graphite-AI system. 
Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the contour plots of the tip forces calculated for various t i p  
sample systems, whichcan be compared with the imagesobtained in the constant-height 
mode of AFM. All the plots are calculated for the tip being in the repulsive force region. 
Anatomicallysharptipora blunt tipinregistrywith theAl(ll1)surfaceisable toresolve 
the atoms in the repulsive-force region (figure 2(a)). This can be considered as an 
'ideal' image. Accordmg to results of ab-initio force calculations [ IO], the force gradient 
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Figure2,Contourplotsofthe tipforcesatconstantheightz =2tffortheAl(lll)sample- 
AI tip system. The tip is (a) a (4 X 4) flake in exact registry; (b)  a (4 X 1) linear tip rotated 
by rp = 10'; (c) a (4 x 4) flake rotated by rp = 10"; ( d )  a (4 x 4) flake contracted by 15% 
alongtheR; direction and (e) a(4 X 4) flake with Al(l00) structure (Arp = 30"). The arrows 
indicate the directions along which the force is increasing. 
Flgure3. Contourplotsof the tip forces at constant height z = 2.25 8, for the graphite surface 
andAltip.Thetipis(a)asingleatom;(b)a(S X 5)flakeinexactregistry;(c)a(5 x 5)flake 
in registry but rotated by p = 10" and ( d )  a (5 X 5) Al(111) flake, 
vanishes at a smaller distance at the H site, though for a larger force magnitude [lo]. 
This seems to be a rather generic situation for many tipsample systems, and occurs 
because of the ion-ion repulsion which happens to be significant at the T site in the 
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repulsive and strongly attractive force range. Therefore, the protrusions in figure 2(a) 
correspond to the atomic sites. In the weakly attractive range the force curves, FL(z), 
corresponding to the H and T sites may cross. In this case, the images obtained by a 
single atom tip cannot easily be identified with the positions of atoms in the sample 
surface [4, lo]. Recently, Zhong and Tomanek [16] pointed out similar crossings for the 
adsorption energy of adsorbed Pd atoms on the basal surface of graphite, and hence for 
the potential energy determining the lateral conservative force related to thc motion of 
the tip under a constant load. 
If the tip has at least two outermost atoms arranged in a line but rotated by Ap) 
relative to the sample, the ideal image starts to be distorted, and displays a zigzag chain 
(figure 2(6)). The rotation of the blunt tip or flake, which is otherwise in registry with 
thc k l ( l l 1 )  sample, causes stripes to form in the images (figure 2(c)). A uniaxial 
distortion of the blunt tip, i.e. contraction or expansion in one direction, is enough to 
impose image distortion (figure 2(d)). A case observed frequently in AFM is that of a 
blunt tiporflakeofdifferent latticestructuregivingriseto theformationofstripes(figure 
2(e)). However, onenotes that inall thesesuchcasesinvolvingdifferentdistortioneffects 
the surface unit cell of the sample is conserved in the AFM images. Similar features are 
also revealed for the images obtained from the graphite sample, which happens to be a 
central topic of AFM. As expected. all the atoms forming a honeycomb lattice can be 
seenifthe tipisatomicallysharp(figure3(a)). Itseemsthat thisistheonlywaytoresolve 
all the atoms. Even if the tip or the flake is flat and has the same basis and same surface 
unit cell as the sample. and is parallel to the sample, only three protrusions out of six 
existing in a honeycomb lattice remain. This can be explained by the fact the tip force 
(which is a maximum when the tip and sample are in perfect registry) decreases when 
the tip is displaced by the basis vector. In this situation half of the tip atoms face the 
sample atoms, whereas the remaining half face the H site. This situation is illustrated in 
figure 3(b), in which the contour plots are obtained by using forces calculated for the AI 
tip and graphite sample. Since the behaviour of the force curve is quite generic in 
the repulsive region, our conclusion is independent of the details of the force curve. 
However, the above explanation may be no longer valid in the attractive force range for 
thereasons mentioned earlier. Asseenin figure3(c),even the‘everyotheratom’images 
experience dramatic distortion and display stripe patterns if the lattice-matched blunt 
tip or flake is rotated relative to the sample (i.e. p) # 0). A blunt AI tip, where the ZD 
lattice structures are completely uncorrelated. yields an ‘every other atom’-like structure 
(figure 3(d) ) .  However, in all three panels (figure 3(6)-(d)) the ‘every other atom’ 
images are really the images of the surface unit cell, but have no direct relation to thc 
sample atoms. Finally, we note that the distortions can be eliminated to some extent, 
and thus the resolution can be improved, if the tip is tilted to leave one fore front atom 
facing the sample. 
In conclusion, we present an analysis of the AFM images, which reveals the effect of 
the tip structure. Our results suggest that: 
(i) Atomic resolution can be obtained by an atomically sharp and stable tip in the 
repulsive force range. For some special cases, however, the hollow sites (instead of the 
atoms) in the sample surface may lead to larger deflections of the cantilever in the 
attractive force range. 
(ii) Rotations of a lattice-matched blunt tip or a flake give rise to the formation of 
stripes in the images. 
(iii) A tip having two or more atoms along one direction yields distorted images with 
zigzags. 
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(iv) A blunt tip or flake which is not lattice matched to the sample may yield both 
stripes and zigzags. 
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